Abstract-The U.S. Navy has invested considerable funds in the research and development of electrical power technologies for future electric warships. One aspect of institutionalizing these technologies is the creation or modification of standards and specifications to incorporate the new technologies. This paper assesses the current state of standards and specifications in support of the design and construction of an all-electric naval warship. These technical documents will be evaluated in terms of the different power systems architectures to include low voltage ac generation, medium voltage ac generation, medium voltage dc generation, and zonal power distribution. Ongoing standards activity, both in industry and in the Navy, are discussed. Finally, the paper presents recommendations for updating existing specifications and standards and the creation of new specifications to cover technical areas where standards do not currently exist.
INTRODUCTION
Naval warships are increasingly becoming more electric. The electrification of the warship is driven by the need to support the electrical power demands of advanced weapons and combat systems as well as in the move towards electric propulsion to reduce fuel consumption and the move to electric auxiliaries to reduce total ownership costs. While historically, shipboard power systems have employed low voltage (450 volts ac) for power generation and distribution, higher power levels and the need for improved reliability (quality of service) and survivability have led to the introduction of medium voltage ac (MVAC), and medium voltage dc (MVDC) systems into the fleet. To reduce the weight and cost of distribution cabling, larger warships have incorporated zonal distribution systems (ZEDS) instead of the more traditional radial distribution systems.
These changes in power system technologies require an extensive updating of standards, specifications, handbooks, and guides that comprise the electric warship technical architecture. This paper describes ongoing and future projects to create or update standards and specifications to support future electric warship acquisitions.
To organize the discussion, the technical architecture will be discussed in terms of the different electric system functions as defined for the Integrated Power System in [1] :
• System Design and Engineering design and integrate power systems.
• Power Generation convert fuel to electrical power.
• Power Distribution consist of switchgear and cabling necessary to distribute the power.
• Power Conversion convert power from one voltage /frequency to another.
• Energy Storage store energy provided by and provided to the electrical power system.
• Loads use electrical power.
• Propulsion Motors and Drives convert electrical power into propulsion for the ship.
• Power Control consists of software necessary to operate the power system.
II. ELECTRIC WARSHIP TECHNICAL ARCHITECTURE
The Electric Warship Technical Architecture applies to electrical power systems for naval ships from concept exploration through delivery of the ship. Figure 1 shows the relationships of the various technical documents. At the lowest level are commercial and military standards that provide rules, test requirements, best practices, and interface requirements. These standards are usually invoked through commercial and military specifications which collect all the requirements from the commercial and military standards in addition to equipment requirements into a document that can, along with owner preferences, be directly employed to buy power system components or equipment. These specifications can either be performance specifications which describe the equipment in terms of the performance, interfaces, and testing requirements, or detail specifications which specify the precise design for the equipment along with manufacturing methods and acceptance test procedures. The military standards and specifications should invoke commercial standards and specifications to the greatest extent practical. Military standards should only be used for military unique requirements, for those areas where no commercial standards exist, or for those areas where the Navy has deemed it beneficial to choose one or a few commercial standards to support where there are many commercial standards available. In some cases, a commercial specification may meet all naval requirements. In these cases, the Navy need only issue a letter of adoption of this commercial specification.
While the specifications are used to describe the requirements for procuring equipment, the processes for design and design verification are described in military handbooks and design data sheets. These Military handbooks and design data sheets should use existing documented commercial processes when applicable to naval ships. The Naval Combatant Design Specification (NCDS) describe requirements at the total ship and the ship system level for non-nuclear naval surface warships. The NCDS relies upon the military handbooks, specifications and standards in addition to design data sheets. These documents are not ship specific, and those that are important to the design and construction of electrical power systems are part of the electric warship technical architecture. This technical architecture is applied to the requirements for a specific ship to produce a ship design. The ship design and its systems architecture are captured in the ship specification. Technical documents for system design and for the specification of major power system equipment that are part of the electric warship technical architecture are listed in Appendix A. Note that appendix A does not include specifications for smaller components or for obsolete equipment that may still exist on ships in the fleet. Figure 2 shows that specification and standard development should be an active consideration during the entire technology development process. In general, the specifications and standards should be viewed as one of the primary transition products. Additionally, it should be clear that complete specifications cannot be considered finished until a body of knowledge based on engineering and analysis is developed.
III. STANDARDS DEVELOPMENT
The product of Advanced Technology Development and its Advanced Development Model (ADM) should be a draft generalized specification or standard (either commercial or military). This draft should be validated / updated through the successful procurement and testing of an Engineering Development Model (EDM). This specification or standard is transitioned to an acquisition program as either a formal specification or standard, or as a Project Peculiar Document (PPD) developed for incorporation into the ship specification.
Eventually, if repeated procurements are anticipated, a specification or standard (commercial if possible, otherwise military), leveraging commercial specifications and standards, should be created.
While Figure 2 shows how specification and standards development should be incorporated into technology development programs, the realization of this process in existing programs has been weak. Explicitly addressing specification and standards development in Technology Transition Agreements could improve this process.
It is important to recognize that creating and maintaining specifications and standards has a real cost. This cost is an investment to ensure procured systems meet military requirements, reduce the cost of producing ship specifications, improve the quality of specification by reflecting lessons learned, and reducing rework by continuous incorporation of lessons learned in the specifications. Specifications and standards also enable industry to produce product lines in anticipation of Navy needs. Over-reliance on PPDs force industry to operate reactively to the Navy needs expressed at the time of the ship's detail design contract and may preclude the ability to offer the most affordable solutions. h. The final document is reviewed and approved by the SIB.
i. The final document is issued.
The Naval Sea Systems Command is currently reviewing and updating the many military specifications, standards, and handbooks under its responsibility. Where possible, the Navy employs commercial standards and specifications in an effort to reduce cost while maintaining military effectiveness. Military effectiveness in the varied environment that military systems must operate in must not be compromised.
B. Commercial Standards
A number of professional societies issue standards documents. For the electric warship, IEEE, IEC, NEMA, ASTM, SAE and API are likely to be the sources of most commercial standards used. The IEEE Standards Association manages the development of IEEE standards. Typical of commercial standards development, the process for creating / updating an IEEE standard as described in [3] 
C. Incorporating the Electric Warship Technical Architecture into acquisition
The ship specification and the associated Detail Design and Construction contract Statement of Work are the primary methods for incorporating the electric warship technical architecture into a ship acquisition program. 
IV. ONGOING STANDARDS AND SPECIFICATION EFFORTS

C. Handbooks and Design Data Sheets
NSTM Chapter 300, Electric Plant -General: revision.
NAVSEA T9300-AF-PRO-020 Design Practices and Criteria Manual for Electrical Systems is being updated to reflect new technologies. Manual will reference DDS or Handbooks and provide tailoring guidance for commercial and military specifications and standards. DDS 320-2 Electrical System Interface -Voltage and Current Harmonic Calculations: general update.
V. RECOMMENDED FUTURE STANDARDS ACTIVITIES
In the future standards activities should generally center on maturing the MVAC and ZEDS architectures as well as incorporating total ownership cost reduction initiatives in existing specifications and standards. The MVAC and ZEDS architectures can leverage specific platform specifications and lessons learned, including: LHD 8, T-AKE 1, DDG 1000, and other ships. Wherever possible commercial specifications and standards should be invoked. In some cases it may be possible to adopt commercial specifications and standards without having to create an accompanying military specification or standard to provide military unique requirements.
Standards and Specifications for MVDC applications require more development.
Where reasonable, the requirements for MVDC applications should be folded into revisions of existing documents, minimizing the creation of new documents.
Commercial standards should be continuously evaluated for naval warship application.
A. System Design and Engineering
A new MIL-STD-1399 section for MVDC is needed.
A new MIL-STD-1399 section for LVDC is needed. DDG1000 and DDG51 specification efforts should be leveraged.
A new Standard (either military or commercial) for MVDC protection systems needed.
A new Design Data Sheets for stability analysis and module criteria allocation for each architecture with large power conversion components.
MIL-STD-2003A(SH) Electric Plant Installation Standard
Methods for Surface Ships and Submarines requires updating to address MVDC.
B. Power Generation
MIL-R-2729D Military Specification: Regulator-Exciter Systems, Voltage, A.C. General, Naval Shipboard Use. General requires an update to ensure applicability to MVAC and MVDC systems. Alternately create a new specification that heavily leverages commercial standards.
MIL-G-21296B Generator Set, Diesel Engine, Direct and Alternating Current (Naval Shipboard Use): Consider a general update including incorporation of electronic governors, and allowance for magnetic bearings. Cover requirements for MVAC.
Alternately create a new specification that heavily leverages commercial standards.
MIL-G-22077C: Generator Sets, Gas Turbine, Direct and Alternating Current, Naval Shipboard Use: Consider an update to cover Gas Turbine Generator Sets above 3,500 kW. Cover requirements for twin spool gas turbines. Cover requirements for MVAC. Alternately create a new specification that heavily leverages commercial standards. Consider creating a new specification for three phase 450-120VAC and 120-120 VAC three phase transformers. Possibly extend MIL-T-15108C to include 3 phase applications.
MIL-M-24350B
A new standard (either commercial or military) for MV shore power connections is needed.
E. Power Conversion
Extend MIL-PRF-32272 Integrated Power Node Center (IPNC) to include medium voltage input and higher power levels. Leverage ongoing medium voltage power conversion equipment developments.
F. Propulsion Motors and Drives
A new specification (either commercial or military) for Propulsion Motor and Drives is needed. Likely will invoke IEEE Std 1566-2005, IEEE Standards for Performance of Adjustable Speed AC Drives Rated 375 kW and Larger.
A new specification (either commercial or military) for forward retractable propulsion units is needed.
A new specification (either commercial or military) for podded propulsion units is needed.
G. Power Control
New specifications for Power Control Modules needed.
A new section of MIL-STD-1399 for machinery control system interface to loads needed.
A new handbook for describing the architecture and integration method for Power Control is needed.
H. Other Technical Documents That Should Be Updated
While these standards are not part of the Electric Warship Technical Architecture, the authors recommend they be updated to improve affordability and applicability to modern systems:
MIL-HDBK-217F Notice 2, Reliability Prediction of Electronic Equipment, of 28 Feb 1995: Consider including modern electronic and power devices.
MIL-STD-461F Requirements for the Control of Electromagnetic Interference Characteristics of Subsystems and Equipment of 10 Dec 2007: Consider updating to reflect what is affordably achievable for high power equipmentprovide common criteria for relaxing rules for power system elements. These criteria can either be incorporated in MIL-STD-461F or contained in another document such as NCDS. VI. CONCLUSION This paper described the electric warship technical architecture and the process for creating both military and commercial standards. The authors recommend that in the future, technology development programs should include as transition products the appropriate specifications and standards. A listing of documents currently part of the electric warship technical architecture are listed in Appendix A. This paper also provided the status of ongoing standards activities as well as future planned efforts.
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